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Why won't my keyboard shortcuts work

I had this exact problem for weeks, and it's driving me crazy, but I finally found a solution. I found this thread on the Apple support communities, where “stevendeluxe” says the following: problem solved! I compared system preferences for each user and found that I had different languages enabled in language/region settings. So I deleted the language by
adding the option "list selection order." this option was not activated in my test account. you have to try which language is the bad on your system (in my case it was "german"...hahaha) and delete it. update: I tried to re-add deleted language and still safari works well. I did the same, I went to “Language & Region” in os x Preference system (which is in the
apple menu on the top left of the screen,) and removed two languages I had added as lark (swiss German and klingon, to be precise,) and after restarting the computer (which os x requires if you remove the primary language,) all my shortcut keys work again. joy and joy. I hope it works for you too. last update on November 17, 2020 at 06:31 elena keracheva
. the keyboard works suddenly only with shortcuts? if pressing any key opens the shortcut to “Windows+that key” happens to you and, for example, pressing the ‘U’ button opens the utility manager, and you don’t know how to fix it, then continue reading. the CTRL+ALT+P solution a way to deal with a keyboard only using shortcuts is to hold ctrl + alt + p.this
does not work for you, you should try the other solutions we found. the windows key is physically stuck holding the windows key and pressing any other button links to the menus. in your case, the windows key could be physically blocked. try to unlock it by moving it or pressing it. sticky keys is activated on sticky key is a feature for windows that helps people
with disabilities or users who experience repetitive tension injuries by reducing the movement to it associated. If this function is enabled, the change keys (ctrl, alt, windows key) will remain as if they were hit twice in a row. in this case, typing twice the windows key could solve the problem. management of language options if none of the above works for you,
you should consider following these simple steps that have worked for some of our users: go to the control panel. then go to the regional and language option. select the language card. then click on details. set the default input language as English (or). select the United States in services installed on the keyboard. press apply. restart the pc. photo: unsplash I
just uploaded sketchup on a new computer and for some reason, no keyboard shortcut works. Any suggestions? 1 like therefore none of the default keyboard shortcuts works? maybe try a repair / reinstall? Does the image you posted have something to do with your question? please fill out the profile with the graphics card. “8mg” doesn’t help a bit. Thank
you. daver. correct - none of the defaults work. reinstall butIt doesn't work. I have no idea why that image posted, it was from an old wire. I'm working on a Dell laptop with their Intel® HD Graphics Family graphics card. I'm using a Logitech wireless keyboard, not the laptop, but the keyboard shortcuts don't even work on that. I made a new complete uninstall,
new download, and install and now it's working. Thanks again. DaveR Please. I don't know I helped, but it seemed clear that something was not installed properly the first time. I'm surprised that only one repair didn't fix. Oh, well, now you can cut your shorts and anyone. There is an option to reset shortcuts by default in preferences, this helped me in this
case in the past. As Cotty said, the easiest way to get shortcuts working in SketchUp is: Window > Preferences > Shortcuts > Reset All (in Mac Preferences can be found by SketchUp-menu). What I've seen in my SketchUp classes, maybe one of every ten Windows machines has this problem (paints doesn't work in cool installation). I didn't see this problem
in Mac-versions. 2 Likes Hello Guys, just had the same shortcut problem in SU 2017 after the new update. And I found a good comment for the 2015 version that suggests going to “Window” > “Preferences” > “Shortcuts” and selecting “Reset All” will also take the job for 2017 taking also for 2016 as never that has brought back the shortcuts for me to work
well now. hope that I give the same good to you Enjoy and sympathizeand construction. ! shortcuts that do not work is an anomaly that sometimes happens when I forget to install sketchup as administrator - that is, by clicking the right button of the mooe on .exe and selecting "run as administrator." hello to all, I am having the same problem with a new pro
install, and 2nd download and installation. done all the above and best case is, I could draw a rectangle using r and inserting size before it stops working again. other ideas? Sometimes my space bar shortcut doesn't work because my location button is highlighted. when oo the space bar, you open the location box in model info. After drawing a rectangle, it
dissolves, then I can smell again the shortcut of the space bar. I've no idea why (he didn't hate it,) but it doesn't bother me too much because it's an easy solution. I'm not sure if this helps or not. Thank you. That worked for me. I had this problem with the web version. I just stumbled on the solution: switch to a different tab and back. I can actually reproduce
the problem using ctrl][shift]E. doing that disable all kb connections and, incidentally, also changes in the pot from the orbit. and I can't go back to orbit. the card switch and back solves all this, fortunately. fbicknel: can I actually reproduce the problem using and. which browser? is a shortcut used by the browser for something? if the browser is not hijacking the
shortcut, and should bring up the eraser. fbicknel: andalso changes to pan from orbit. and I can't go back to orbit. Have you tried to oate a mouse with a central/wheel key? this makes navigation in sketchups much easier and does not require switching tools. 1 like it seems that the board sucked my notation of ctrl][shift (I oato angular brackets. He probably
thought you were trying to inject html or something. So it’s not ‘It’ but ctrl][shift]E. I've found somewhere more recent. very useful when the browser turns up while trying to use the orbits around. with regard to the other question: Yes, I oo the mid-mouse all the time to orbit, but still ctrl][shift] and somehow switch it in pan mode instead. There is no way (also by
clicking the tool) to go back – save the above makeup. and, as it seems that I am answering questions in random order, chrome is the browser. — change — oh, boy, I can go back and change my original post, too. I have adjusted the angles; I changed them to square brackets so they don't disappear. So is Ctrl+Shift+E disabled other keyboard shortcuts? I
just tested this in chrome on my machine and no problem using Ctrl+Shift+E to center and then select another keyboard shortcut afterwards. I don't know. Are you oando windows or linux? linux here. Maybe Chrome/Sketchup behave differently in my world. windows. It must be a linux thing. Yeah. a bug that failed to interact with the linux version of chrome.
Also. Why did they choose to describe helen on the phone? fbicknel: why did they doto depict Helen on the phone? Who knows? Maybe Helen is often on the phone talking to customers. next page → why are my keyboard shortcuts not working. why do my keyboard shortcuts not work
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